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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper Kipnis and Newman [2] introduced a simple 
mathematical model of a Markov process that illustrates in a non-trivial 
way, the phenomenon of metastability. We begin by considering the 
sequence of Markov processes x,(t) satisfying the stochastic differential 
equation 
dx,( t ) = ,,ii dW( t) - G’(x,( t)) dt, & > 0, (1.1) 
where G(x) is a double well potential; more precisely, we assume G(x) 
satisfies the following conditions (the reader is encouraged to sketch the 
graph of G): 
(a) G(x) and G’(x) are both continuous; 
(b) there exist real numbers m, S, M such that m < S-c M; G is 
strictly decreasing on ( - co, m] u [S, M] and strictly 
increasing on [m, S] u [M, co); so S is a local maximum, 
m is a local minimum, and M is a global minimum, i.e., 
(c) G(m) > G(M); (1.2) 
(d) limlxl + m G(x) = CC in such a way that the following integrals are 
finite: 
s 02 exp( -G(s)) ds < co -cc 
x I 
I f 
exp(G( t) - G(s)) ds dz -e cc for -~<XX<. 
--oo --m 
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These hypotheses imply that for 0 <E < 2 the following integrals are also 
finite: j?m exp( -(2/s) G(s)) ds and ST= j’ r exp((2/a)(G(s) - G(r))) ds dt. 
We now proceed to give an intuitive description of metastability in terms 
of this model. G(x) has a global minimum at M, a local maximum at S, 
and a local minimum at m so G’(x) = 0 at x = M, S, m. In addition, for 
6 > 0 but small, the drift -G’(x) is positive on the intervals (m - 6, m), 
(M- 6, M) and negative on (m, m + 6), (M, A4 + 6). Consequently m and 
M are stable equilibrium points in the sense that if x,(t) is within 6 of m, 
say, then the drift term -G’(x) acts as a restoring force, one that pushes 
the process back towards m before it can wander too far away. -G’(x) is 
negative on (S - 6, S) and positive on (S, S + 6) and intuitively S is an 
unstable equilibrium point. Thus for E small we expect the process x,(t) to 
linger is a neighborhood of m for a long time before it escapes from the 
bottom of the well located at (m, G(m)). We are particularly interested in 
how long it takes for the process starting at x0 < S to reach a point 
z, S< z < M. Let T,(z) = inf{ t: x,(t) > z}, so T,(z) is the first passage time 
to z, starting from some point x0 <z. It is the purpose of this paper to give 
a direct proof of the following limit theorem for the renormalized “escape 
time” T,(z): 
1.3. THEOREM. Set U,,,(z) = (2/&j jlco f’, exp((Z+)(G(t) - G(s))) ds dt. 
Then lim ,+,,E,(exp(-AT,(z)/U,,,(z))=(l +A)-‘,for x,<S<z<M. 
Remarks. (i) This is equivalent to Proposition 2.10, page 978 of Kipnis 
and Newman [2], albeit in a slightly different form. Their normalizing 
constant, denoted by A(E), is defined by the integral 
ew(CW)(G(t) - G(s))) ds dt, (1.4) 
where 6 is chosen small enough so [m -6, m + 6) x [S-S, S+ S] c A, 
where A = {(s, t): - co <s < t <z, S < z < M}. In part 2, cf. Lemma 2.6(ii), 
we shall show that lim,,, U,,,(z)/l(s) = 1. 
(ii) Using a simple martingale argument we now show that U,.,(z) - 
U&G.J = E,(TAz)) = Q/E) St, sLrn ew((W)(G(t) - G(s)) ds dt - 4~) as 
E + 0. 
Proof Let L,f(x) = (~/2)f”(x) - G’(x)f’(x) denote the infinitesimal 
generator of the process x,(t). Note that L, V,,,(x) = 1, consequently 
U,,,(x,(t)) - t is a martingale. In addition x + U,,,(x) is monotone increas- 
ing and therefore U,,,(x,( T,(z) A t)) < V,,,(z). Now apply Doob’s optimal 
stopping theorem to conclude E,( U,,,(x,( T,(z) A t)) - (T,(z) A t)) = 
U,,,(x,). Letting t t co and noting that x,(T,(z)) = z yields U, E(~) - 
EX,( T,(z)) = U,,Jx,,), equivalently E,( T,(z)) = U,,,(z) - U,,,(x,). Dividing 
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both sides by U,,,(z) and using Theorem 2.6(i) one obtains E,,( T,(z)) N 
U,,,(z) N A(E) as claimed. 
(iii) A variant of the Kipnis-Newman model: 
Let y(t) = the backlog of packets awaiting retransmission for the slotted 
ALOHA protocol. See [l] for a description of this process. If N is the 
number of terminals in the system the state space y(t) is [0, 1, . . . . N]. The 
renormalized process yN(t) = y( [Nt])/N has state space [0, l/N, 2/N, . . . . l] 
and if one now applies a diffusion approximation to the Y,(t) process (in a 
purely formal way) one obtains the infinitesimal generator 
Lf(x) = (4xYWf”(x) + &)f’(xh O<x<l. (1.5) 
Under certain conditions the drift term b(x) bears a remarkable similarity 
to -G’(x) of Kipnis and Newman [2]. For the communications engineer 
TE(z), here E = N-l, is the “time until collapse” of the slotted ALOHA 
protocol. Intuitively m is a desirable state of the system characterized by 
small delays and high throughout, whereas M is characterized by long 
delays and low throughout. An important measure of the system’s perfor- 
mance is E,,(T,(z)). The applicability of this variant of the Kipnis- 
Newman model is the thesis subject of my student W. Rising. In another 
direction R. Nelson [S] has used similar ideas in a performance analysis of 
the slotted ALOHA protocal. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
Our proof of Theorem 1.3 exploits the fact that an explicit formula for 
the Laplace transform d,(n) = E,(exp( -AT,(z))) can be written down. 
(Recall we are assuming x0 and z are fixed with x0 < S < z < M.) 
2.1. LEMMA. (i) There exists a positive monotone increasing function 
UE(x, A), for each E > 0, A> 0, satisfying the differential equation 
L, UC(x) A) = IU,(x, A). (ii) In terms of this function 
d,(n) = UE(X> ~W,(Z> 2). 
Proof Assuming (i) let us prove (ii). The function V,(t, x) = 
exp( --At) U,(t, x) satisfies the partial differential equation 
a, v, + L, V, = 0. (2.2) 
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Ito’s formula applied to P’,(t, x,(t)) yields the result that V,(r, x,(t)) = 
exp( -i,t) U,(x,(t), jU) is a martingale. Doob’s optional stopping theorem 
now implies that 
Since x -+ UE(x, I.) is monotone increasing we have that 
U,(x,( T,(z) A t), 1”) < U,(z, I.) and therefore we can let t 7 cc to deduce that 
&,(ew( -J.T,(z)) U&, A)) = Uc(xo, J.), since x,:( T,(z)) = z. Therefore, 
E,(exp( -AT,(z))) = Uc(xO, n)/U,(z, ,I) as claimed. 
Proof of (i). The construction of U,(x, 1) is standard and so we shall 
content ourselves with a sketch-see [3] for a more detailed account. 
Define inductively, the sequence U,,, via the recipe: 
U,.Ax, = (2/E) 1.’ j’ tJ ,- ,,As) exp(W)(G(t) - G(s)) ds 4 ~‘2 1 
-72 -cc 
(2.3) 
U,,(x) = 1. 
UE(X, i) 4 f. nq,(x)= 1 + f HIj,,(X). (2.4) 
j=O j=l 
2.5. ASSERTION. (i) L, Uj,,(x) = Ujp ,,Jx) 
(ii) U,,(X) d U,,,(X)j/i! 
(iii) L, UE(x, A) =117,(x, A). 
The proofs of 2.5(i), (ii), (iii) are to be found in [3] and are omitted. 
Note that each function Uj,Jx) is positive and monotone increasing and 
therefore so is UC(x) A). Theorem (1.3) is a consequence of the following 
facts on the asymptotics of U,,,(z). 
2.6. LEMMA. (i) lim, +. U,,,(x)/U,,,(z) = 0 if x < s < z; 
(ii) lim,,, U,,,(Z)/l(&) = 1; s < z < M; 
(iii) lim,,, uj,,(z)/(u,,,(z))i=o, j2 2. 
Deferring for the moment the proof of Lemma 2.6 let us derive 
Theorem 1.3. According to Lemma 2.1 the Laplace transform of 
~&W,,,(z) is 
d,(@ul,e(z)) = UEbO, n/u,,,(z))/ u,tz, W,,,(~)). 
Now 
u~(x07 W"*,e(z))= l + f nj("j,E(XO)/(U1,B(Z))j). 
j=l 
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Since Uj.Jx) is monotone increasing we have Uj,,(x,) < U,,,(z), and 
Uj,,(z)/U,,,(z)i< (l/j!) by Assertion 2S(ii). 
Now using Lemma 2.6(i) and (iii) we deduce that 
lim f PU,,,(x,)/( U,,,(z)‘) = 0, i.e., lim UE(xO, n/U,,,(z)) = 1. 
E-0. /=I E’O 
The denominator UE(z, A/U,,,(z) = 1 + A+ Cpz2 njU,,(z)/( U,,,(z)j), where 
Uj,,(z)/U,,,(z)i< (l/j!). Now apply Lemma 2.6(iii) as before to deduce 
lim E _ o EJ?= z ~iUj,,(z)/U,,,(z)j = 0. Consequently lim, _ o UE(z, A/U,,,(z)) = 
1 + I and therefore 
!‘-“o UE(Z) A/U,,,(z)) 
UAXO~ W&)) = 1,(1 + n) 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. To simplify the typing it will be convenient to 
define the function F(s, t)= 2(G(t)- G(s)) and the sets A = {(s, t): 
-cocs<tQz, S<z<M) and 
B={(,t):m-6Qs<m+6, S-66t<S+6}cA, 
provided 6 < (z - S) A (S-m). As is well known the asymptotics of 
integrals of the form jJB exp(F(s, t)/c) ds dr are determined by the 
sup{F(s, t): (s, t) E B} = 2(G(S) - G(m)). 
2.7. LEMMA. lim, _ o E log fjB exp(F(s, t)/s) ds dt = 2(G(S) - G(m)). 
We omit the proof since this is an easy consequence of Laplace’s 
method-f. [4]. Now the hypotheses on the function G listed in part 1 of 
this paper clearly imply that F(s, t) has a unique maximum for (s, t) E A 
which occurs at (m, S) E B; consequently, 
sup{F(s, t): (s, t) E A n B’} = tx < 2[G(S) - G(m)]. 
These two facts imply, as we now show, that 
!i~ jJA exp(F(s, t)/&) ds dt/ssB exp(F(s, t)/&) ds dt = 1. (2.8) 
Clearly it s&ices to show that jjA nE exp(F(s, t)/~) ds dr = 
o(ssB exp(F(s, t)/.s) ds dt. Choose a’, 0 < 6’ < 2(G(S) - G(m)) - 0: (recall 
tl= sup{F(s, t): (s, ~)EA n B’}) and use Lemma 2.7 to obtain the lower 
bound fjB exp(F(s, t)/&) ds dt 2 exp( [2(G(S) - G(m)) - S’]/E) for E < I. 
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Thus (JJB exp(F(s, z)/E) ds dr) ’ d exp( [ 2( G(m) - G(S)) + b’]/s) and so 




Observe that F(s, t) - ~16 0 on A n B’ and 2(G(m) - G(S)) + 6’ + c1< 0 and 
these two facts together imply that the last integral goes to zero as E goes to 
zero. The proof of (2.8) is complete. 
Let us now consider the asymptotic behaviour of j-Y m J’ a? exp(F(s, t)/s) 
ds dt for x < S, which clearly depends on sup{F(s, t): - cc <s < t <x < S} 
=0 if x < m and equals 2(G(x) - G(m)) < 2(G(S) - G(m) if m < x < S. In 
either case sup(F(s,t): -co<s<t<x<S}<2(G(S)-G(m)). We can 
now apply the same methods used in the proof of (2.8) to conclude 
lim j.’ j’ exp(F(s, z)/E) ds dt jI m jl, exp(F(s, t)/s) ds dt = 0 (2.9) 
E’O -m -z 
for x<S<z<M. 
Observe that (42) U,,,(x) = jr m j’ o. exp(F(s, t)/.s) ds dt and thus (2.9) 
implies lim, _ o U,,,(x)/U,,,(z) = 0, which is Lemma 2.6(i). Lemma 2.6(ii) 
follows from (2.8) and the relation 
To obtain Lemma 2.6(iii) we insert Assertion 2S(ii) into (2.3) and after 
some elementary algebra we obtain 
x CexpV’(s, W~W4,MI2)1 ds & (2.10) 
where C= l/(j- l)!. Split the integral in the right-hand side of (2.9) into 
the sums Ii(s) = jsB and ZZ(s) = fA n B’: 




d C~l,e(S + w4,,(41’- ’ 
X exp(F(s, t)/s) ds dt jj exp(F(s, t)/s) ds dr . 
A 
Now s + 6 < S and Theorem 2.6(i) imply lim, _ o II(e) = 0. 
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Because U,,,(x) is monotone increasing U,,,(s)/U,.,(z) d 1 on A and a 
fortiori on A n B’. Consequently, 
exp(F(s, t)/&) ds dt jj exp(F(s, t)/~) ds dr 
A 
and in the course of proving (2.8) we showed, inter alia, that 
lim E _ 0 ZJE) = 0. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is complete. 
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